Hello Mrs. Octopus, why do you look so angry?

If you had hurt all of your legs, you would also be looking angry!
CDS® Nano Hinge 360°
Application:
• Knee Flexion and Extension
  Ellbow Flexion and Extension
  Ankle Flexion and Extension
  Wrist Flexion and Extension
• additional anchor options
• Art.Nr.: 810-8xx-S

CDS® Nano Adapter Hinge 360°
Application:
• Knee Flexion and Extension
  Ellbow Flexion and Extension
  Ankle Flexion and Extension
  Wrist Flexion and Extension
• Usable for casting
• Additional anchor option
• Art.Nr.: 810-9xx-S

ROM Nano Adapter Hinge
Application:
• To limit ROM
• Usable for casting

CDS® Nano Stabiliser
Application:
• To stabilise a unilateral CDS® hinge
• Art.Nr.: 830-1xx-S

CDS® Nano Adapter Stabiliser
Application:
• To stabilise a unilateral CDS® hinge
• Usable for casting
• Art.Nr.: 830-2xx-S

alignment kit
anchor options